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Whisky Rooms

Whisky Rooms

Whisky-lover's paradise

A secluded spot in the city center entices drinkers with a remarkable whisky selection — over
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200 varieties from a half dozen countries, to be enjoyed in several different rooms that are
vaguely reminiscent of an English men's club: lots of exposed brick, comfy chairs, billiards
and book-lined walls. Choose from a menu of delectable and hearty dishes made with
whiskey, complementing whiskey, or satisfying a whiskey-induced appetite. Or just drink
great whiskey.

+7 (495) 629 1737
whiskyrooms.ru
8 Leontyevsky Pereulok. Metro Tverskaya

Bobby Dazzler

Bobby Dazzler

Friendly sports bar

Bobby Dazzler is Moscow's pretty good approximation of an English pub, where "football —
aka soccer — is religion." Great brews, decent pub grub, sports on huge screens, live music
and even Robert Burns Night complete with single malt and haggis. Relaxed, informal
and decked out in all the attire of a real English gastropub, Bobby Dazzler is the place to go
for an evening that will flash by in a blur of beer, hearty food and congenial company.

+7 (495) 608 0383
bobbydazzler.ru
7/13 Kostyansky Pereulok. Metro Turgenevskaya, Chistiye Prudy, Sretensky Bulvar

Bison Steak House

A (m)eatery for "real men"

There's a reason Bison is the top Moscow restaurant on TripAdvisor, and it's not trolls. Their
five sites cook up close to 25,000 steaks a month, and their well-trained waitstaff will help
you choose from a carefully selected range of cuts to suit your taste. Right now the chain has
a special to cover all the bases — it's crab month. Snap Kamchatka crab legs while your meat-
eating other enjoys a meaty feast.

bisonsteak.ru
Various locations

Kuznetsky Most 20
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Kuznetsky Most 20

Eat, drink and play

If you've got a game-lover and clothing fanatic in the family, head over to Kuznetsky Most 20.
Part of Moscow's hipster scene, this chic cafe and restaurant gives you the option of playing
backgammon or chess while you eat. After dinner, play a game of ping pong. The vegetarian
menu has been meticulously put together, offering energizing meals and juices to spur
on your competitive streak. A white brick interior with driftwood furnishings makes
Kuznetsky Most 20 an ideal spot for a relaxed daytime brunch or lively evening dinner.

+7 (495) 623 7888
facebook.com/Kuznetsky.Magazin.Moscow
20 Ulitsa Kuznetsky Most. Metro Kuznetsky Most
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